
 

Study strengthens evidence of link between
air pollution and child brain development
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Shown are the estimated effects of air pollution exposures on child Total
Problems score and IQ by child sex (male vs. female) in participants from the
three U.S. pregnancy cohorts in the ECHO-PATHWAYS Consortium (the
CANDLE, TIDES, and GAPPS study). NO2 and PM2.5 in each window were
rescaled to 2-unit increments. In addition to the interaction term between
individual air pollution exposures in each window and child sex, the linear
regressions were adjusted for child sex, child age at outcome assessments, study
site, child race, maternal education, log-transformed region- and inflation-
adjusted household income, household members, an interaction between
household members and income, marital status, maternal age at delivery, birth
order, pregnancy smoking, pregnancy alcohol consumption, maternal depression,
maternal IQ, child secondhand smoking exposure, and Child Opportunity Index
(the domains of educational and economic opportunity) in corresponding
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windows with PM2.5 and NO2 exposures. An indicator of CBCL forms was
additionally included in the analysis of Total Problems score. The p-value
indicates the statistical significance of the interaction term. The symbols of
triangles and circles indicate the effect estimate, the error bars show 95%
confidence intervals, and the dotted lines show null values. Numeric data
(including sample size for each association) are shown in Table S3. Note:
CANDLE, Conditions Affecting Neurocognitive Development and Learning in
Early Childhood; CBCL, Child Behavior Checklist; ECHO, Environmental
Influences on Child Health Outcomes; GAPPS, Global Alliance to Prevent
Prematurity and Stillbirth; IQ, intelligence quotient; TIDES, The Infant
Development and Environment Study. Credit: Environmental Health Perspectives
(2022). DOI: 10.1289/EHP10248

Air pollution is not just a problem for lungs. Increasingly, research
suggests air pollution can influence childhood behavioral problems and
even IQ. A new study led by the University of Washington has added
evidence showing that both prenatal and postnatal exposure to air
pollution can harm kids.

The study, published in Environmental Health Perspectives, found that
children whose mothers experienced higher nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
exposure during pregnancy, particularly in the first and second trimester,
were more likely to have behavioral problems.

Researchers also reported that higher exposures to small-particle air
pollution (PM2.5) when children were two to four years old was
associated with poorer child behavioral functioning and cognitive
performance.

"Even in cities like Seattle or San Francisco, which have a lot of traffic
but where the pollution levels are still relatively low, we found that
children with higher prenatal NO2 exposure had more behavioral
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problems, especially with NO2 exposure in the first and second
trimester," said Yu Ni, lead author and a postdoctoral scholar in the
Department of Environmental & Occupational Health Sciences.

The study involved data gathered from 1,967 mothers recruited during
pregnancy from six cities: Memphis, Tennessee; Minneapolis; Rochester,
N.Y.; San Francisco; and two in Washington, Seattle and Yakima.
Originally, these participants were enrolled as part of three separate
studies: CANDLE, GAPPS and TIDES. The three studies have been
combined under a major NIH initiative called ECHO, which brings
together multiple pregnancy cohorts to address key child health
concerns. These three combined cohorts are known as the ECHO
PATHWAYS consortium.

The study employed a state-of-the-art model of air pollution levels in the
United States over time and space that was developed at the University
of Washington. Using participant address information, the researchers
were able to estimate each mother and child's exposures during the
pregnancy period and early childhood.

Exposure to NO2 and PM2.5 pollution in early life is important to
understand, Ni said, because "there are known biological mechanisms
that can link a mother's inhalation of these pollutants to effects on
placenta and fetal brain development."

Furthermore, once the child is born, the first few years are a critical time
of ongoing brain development as the number of neural connections
explodes and the brain reaches 90% of its future adult size, the
researchers write. For young children, inhaled pollutants that invade
deep in the lung and enter the central nervous system can cause damage
in areas relevant for behavioral and cognitive function.

"This study reinforces the unique vulnerability of children to air
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pollution—both in fetal life where major organ development and
function occurs as well as into childhood when those processes continue.
These early life perturbations can have lasting impacts on lifelong brain
function. This study underscores the importance of air pollution as a
preventable risk factor for healthy child neurodevelopment," said senior
author Dr. Catherine Karr, a professor in the UW School of Public
Health and School of Medicine.

More specifically, the researchers found that exposure to PM2.5 pollution
was generally associated with more behavioral problems in girls than in
boys, and that the adverse effect of PM2.5 exposure in the second
trimester on IQ was stronger in boys.

"We hope the evidence from this study will contribute to informed
policymaking in the future," Ni said. "In terms of reducing air pollution,
the U.S. has gone a long way under the Clean Air Act, but there are
threats to continued improvement in the nation's air quality. The
evidence suggests there is reason to bring the level of air pollution down
even further as we better understand the vulnerability of pregnant
women and children."

  More information: Yu Ni et al, Associations of Pre- and Postnatal Air
Pollution Exposures with Child Behavioral Problems and Cognitive
Performance: A U.S. Multi-Cohort Study, Environmental Health
Perspectives (2022). DOI: 10.1289/EHP10248
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